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Micro-compounding of porous 
PLA/organoclay nanocomposite scaffolds
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A commonly applied definition of tissue engineering, as stated by Dr.  Vacanti, is: 

"an interdisciplinary field that applies the principles of engineering and life sciences toward 
the development of biological substitutes that restore, maintain, or improve tissue function or 
a whole organ".

Scaffold Design & Production: 
“POLYMER ENGINEERING”
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The objective of the study is:

-to examine the applicability of micro-compounding and micro-injection 
molding as a processing tool for tissue engineering PLA/Nanocomposite 
scaffolds
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Advantages:
-Quick and easy processing

-possible to obtain complex shapes

-no toxic materials

-reproducible

Approach:
Scaffold Matrix: PLA (poly(L-lactide)

Reinforcement: Organoclays

Porogen: NaCl

Interconnectivity: PVA/PLA Co-continuous Blends

Southern Clay Products Inc.

Cloisite 30B, MMT

Organic Modifier: PVA

Aldrich

NaCl, Particle size: 150-350 micron

Billur Tuz

Nanocomposites:

-Polymer Matrix: 50% PLA – 50% PVA by weight

-Reinforcement: 0, 1 and 3% Clay by weight

Nanocomposite-Scaffolds:

-Polymer Matrix: 50% PLA – 50% PVA by weight

-Porogen: 70% NaCl by weight

-Reinforcement: 0, 1 and 3% Clay by weight

Processing: 

-Micro-compounding for 3 min. and subsequently 
injection molding

-Porogen leaching for 72 h

Cloisite 30B PLA-3%ClayPLA-1% Clay

PVA-PLA-1%Clay PVA-PLA-3%Clay

d=1.8 nm d=3.7 nm d=3.7 nm

XRD patterns of Cloisite 30B and nanocomposites

* Theoretical residual inorganic material content after PVA leaching is calculated by assuming that there is no 
removal of clay particles during PVA leaching. The organic modifier content of the clay is taken as 30%.
** Experimental residual inorganic material content after PVA leaching is obtained by burning test.
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- To check how much clay is 
dispersed in PVA phase
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A.) PLA-1% Clay B.) PLA-3% Clay

C.) PVA/PLA-1%Clay D.) PVA/PLA-3%Clay

Modulus of neat-PLA and 
Nanocomposite PLA scaffolds

A.) PLA, B.) PLA+1% Clay, C.) PLA+3% Clay

Water contact angles

A.) 0%-Clay, B.) 1%-Clay, C.) 3%-Clay

Size reduction
≈ 200 microns ≈ 70 microns

SEM micrographs of scaffold

magnified

-The interconnected-porous PLA/Nanocomposite scaffolds were successively processed with micro-
compounder and injection molder.

-App. 35% of clay was lost during scaffold preparation.

-Due to high shear in the micro-compounder, the NaCl particles were broken into nonuniform small pieces

-Increasing clay content improved the water wettability of the nanocomposites


